Proposed Location: Gold Pine Cannabis
326 Reservation Rd Suite G, Marina, CA, 93933
This business location is part of a two-story business complex which houses a variety of services
including insurance, construction, transportation and healthcare. Suite “G” is an upstairs unit
which sits in the middle of the building and has stairway access from either direction to the
front door which is the only entrance and exit for the suite. There is a parking lot which fits 20
vehicles and rarely reaches half of capacity in any workday. There are no sensitive use areas
nearby, the closest school is Marina Vista Elementary School which has been verified as outside
the range deemed unsafe by MMC Chapter 19.01.030. The proposed location has passed the
Cannabis Zoning Verification process and will also not conduct storefront sales making the
business a low-risk cannabis operation to the neighborhood and there will also be no signage
for cannabis activity allowed outside the premises.
There is a single entry/exit door which leads to a hallway that extends around and enters the
back of the suite to the bathroom and back window. There are two rooms in this suite with the
front room, closest to the front door and window being used for office and administrative
functions. The back room of the suite will house shelving for inventory and also have workspace
for non-volatile manufacturing as well as training employees for “budtending”. Both rooms of
the suite are approximately 360sf each with the hallway encompassing 125sf. There are 4 HD
cameras recording 24/7 prepared and setup by a cannabis business specialist from security firm
ADT. The floorplan will be modified with a locking screen gate inside the building which will
enhance the protection of inventory by helping to greatly prolong any break-in attempts. There
will be a set of couches and a table along with an office desk and a bar for training purposes.
Building owner Igor Gandzjuk has approved the use of this location for cannabis activity and the
required notarized paperwork is included. Assistant Planner Alec Barton has inspected the
premises and provided the acceptance letter which is included.

Business Plan
Type of cannabis license sought: “A-License; Recreational Microbusiness” Gold Pine Cannabis is
seeking authority to conduct “non-storefront” delivery retail service, distribution, and Level 1
type 6 Manufacturing (zero solvents & non-volatile solvent extraction) which defined by the
Bureau of Cannabis Control would classify this organization as a “Microbusiness”.
https://www.bcc.ca.gov/licensees/microbusinesses.html
Day to Day Operations Summary:
Retail/Non-storefront-- Gold Pine Cannabis is a recreational cannabis delivery-only (nonstorefront) business that also specializes in “Budtending” which is a service that provides
cannabis at weddings and events in a bartender style. Employees are certified after rigorous
training to be able to safely serve cannabis products to adult-use permitted guests while
educating them and helping to ensure that the THC intoxication levels are not dangerous or
excessive. Employees will partake in thorough identification and age verification training in
resemblance to alcohol beverage service protocols to guarantee that all customers are legally
allowed to use recreational cannabis and eliminating all risk of underage, unlawful sales. This
organization will conduct both cannabis delivery services and also budtender service,
budtender training and certification. Cannabis delivery will be performed locally within
Monterey County limited to houses, apartments, private events and hotel rooms. Handling and
processing of Cannabis will be a training focus for employees to promote state-of-the-art
cannabis health and safety fundamentals and will be consistent with industry practices
currently in operation in CA. There will be no sales or signage at the premises allowed and no
cultivation, this can be verified by city officials or law enforcement by viewing the 24hr cameras
and video recordings at any time of their choosing.
Distribution—Gold Pine Cannabis will provide cannabis products from primarily Monterey
County organizations in an effort to promote local enterprise and community growth within our
region. Products will be distributed and submitted formally through the BCC “track and trace”
program which uses accounting software that removes all threats of product diversion by using
an ecosystem which includes only BCC licensed organizations and completes the tracking of
cannabis products from “seed to sale”. This innovative program will be the cornerstone of all
financial operations for Gold Pine Cannabis and within the product sales of the organization
shall be the only allowable methodology for movement and accounting of inventory. Marketing
and branding of cannabis products will be an emphasis of distributor operations to improve
sales growth and security protocol will always be thorough and properly fulfilled on every
transaction. Due to an increase in Monterey County cultivators, Gold Pine Cannabis will
emphasize the usage of these new organizations as a backbone of our product catalogue
allowing these organizations to build market-share and establish brand equity.
Level 1 Type 6 Manufacturing—Gold Pine Cannabis will conduct “non-volatile” extraction as
defined by the BCC which will include primarily the sifting of “Kief” or cannabis THC crystals

with a dry sift and also the manufacturing of “prerolls” or rolled cannabis cigarettes. There also
will be use of a rosin press which is a zero-solvent method of cannabis extraction which
produces concentrates. None of the manufacturing performed by Gold Pine Cannabis will use
toxic or harmful byproducts and the electricity consumption and noise pollution from cannabis
activity will be a minimal-factor in order to preserve the current environmental status of the
business complex and surrounding area.
Inventory tracking and lawfulness: Local authority will be granted access to our cameras and
workspace in order to ensure conformity to local and state laws and Gold Pine Cannabis
employees will be trained to expect the inclusion of walkthroughs and inspections at any given
moment from the onset of doing business. All transactions done by any segment of Gold Pine
Cannabis will be partaking in the “Track and Trace” program which is primarily a function of
distributors and is the industry accepted format of inventory accounting. The employees will be
thoroughly observed and forewarned about lawful inventory accounting. Any employee
involved with product diversion or theft shall be reported immediately to the local police and
the BCC. Cameras will be viewed on site and remotely with any disparity of inventory being
reviewed through DVR recordings and proper law enforcement notification following when
necessary.
Schedule for beginning operations: The only construction that needs to be completed upon the
receiving of a license is security shutters to further protect inventory. These will cost $2000 or
less according to industry norms and will be initiated immediately upon licensing. This project
will be completed in 24-48hrs and will allow cannabis activity to begin immediately upon
completion.
Funding: Darik Conley has secured a guaranteed round of funding from private investors of
$80-250k as a credit line upon receiving a Marina cannabis A-license. Operating finances are
guaranteed greater than $80,000 with an estimated fixed operating cost of $44,000 for year 1.
There are greater than 3-months of operating capital in liquid assets. Startup costs are greatly
reduced due to the transfer of ownership of capital goods which will be able to be used
immediately for production/manufacturing and will be outright owned by Gold Pine Cannabis
through a legal transfer from the owner. Owner/manager Darik Conley has been a medical
cannabis business manager for 8 years providing a tremendous value for Gold Pine Cannabis in
employee equity and also greatly reducing startup costs. The likelihood of sustained success
and profitability is high due to the combination of the owner/manager’s general business
acumen, guaranteed funding and the capital goods ownership transfer. Documentation is
provided showing the 3-month operating costs in liquid assets in addition to the credit line of
up to $250,000 from local partners.

Local Enterprise & Community Benefits: Owner-Operator Darik Marshall Conley is a resident
of the Monterey area since 2002 where he attended Monterey Peninsula College then CSUMB
receiving a bachelor’s degree in “Service Management and International Relations” in 2010.
Darik started in Medical Cannabis by establishing and operating Tranquility Health Collective in
2011 and has paid local taxes quarterly throughout that timespan (Marina tax records
available). Darik lives in Pacific Grove currently and has been a resident of Marina on four
different occasions (6+ years) and also currently owns and operates a consulting, marketing and
cryptology firm “Design Marketing LLC” in Marina at 326 reservation rd ste g with a current
Marina business license. He has zero criminal record (Marina PD live-scan provided) and has
worked with various local 501c3 non-profit organizations as a volunteer and a donor including
“I-HELP Monterey” and “ITN” with references from administrators for both organizations, these
non-profit organizations will be community partners with Gold Pine Cannabis to encourage
local volunteering and charitable work. His expertise is in food and beverage service as well as
cannabis service with advanced management capabilities and a stellar record of quality,
accountability and community service.
The first round of employees is selected solely from the city of Marina’s residents whom we
have gathered a series of resumes from and have included with this application. Sales will be
discounted for seniors and veterans to help promote an improved quality of life for these
important members of our community. Business meetings will be held primarily at Marina
venues and business supplies will be purchased primarily from Marina stores/vendors. Donated
homeless dinners with active in-person participation from our community will be conducted
multiple times per year through a partnership with I-HELP Monterey and has been an ongoing
staple of business-to-community outreach since 2015 by Darik Conley with his previous
Cannabis employment which can be verified by I-HELP director John Nichols (831-869-0614).
The delivery drivers employed by Gold Pine Cannabis as well as the customers will be
encouraged to donate free time to Independent Transportation Network Monterey County
(ITN) which is a volunteer based senior driving service that Darik Conley currently volunteers for
and will continue to assist which can be verified by director Jessica McKillip (831-402-4705)
(jessica.mckillip@itnmontereycounty.org). Food Drives will be conducted multiple times per
year by the organization then provided to The Food Bank of Monterey County as has been the
case over the past 8 years by owner/manager Darik Conley and can be verified by contacting
the Food Bank administrators (831-758-1523). Cash donations by the business and our
customers will be made to various non-profit organizations including the Marina Senior
Association, The Marina Fund, The Marina Teen Center, SPCA Monterey County, CSUMB,
JDC.org, and to Tatum’s Garden which can be verified for interested parties with receipts.

Neighborhood Compatibility
The business complex of suites located at 326 Reservation rd is owned solely by Igor Gandzjuk
and this group of properties encompass greater than a 250ft distance walking from the leased
unit G1 therefore has garnered proper acceptance by necessary building owner(s) as requested
in the measure V application description and a document is attached displaying this
acceptance. There will not be foot traffic entering and exiting the premises due to the nature of
business operations and the local area surrounding the building will be maintained in an orderly
and safe fashion with close collaboration between business owners, law enforcement, and city
personnel. There should be nobody attempting to purchase cannabis products from our
location and Gold Pine Employees will maintain a culture of professionalism and tidiness that
promotes a secure, safe, and attractive environment. Noise pollution, cannabis odor, excessive
cash storage and loitering will be focal points of the organizations areas to avoid ensuring a
local community of businesses that are proud to work near each other and also feel safe in their
surroundings.
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Safety Plan

is also enclosed.

Conclusion: We wish to thank you for your time and acknowledgement. Design Marketing LLC
DBA: Gold Pine Cannabis will most certainly provide a level of service and accountability that
will set high quality and safety standards within this new cannabis delivery and cannabis
wedding/event industry. Owner Darik Conley has dynamic ties to Marina and the surrounding
Monterey communities and is fully prepared to put forth the absolute best quality of service
and products available to the region. There will be an emphasis placed on community support
culturally in this organization and improving the quality of life in Marina and the Monterey Bay
area will be a shared goal by all employees and patrons of Gold Pine Cannabis. We wish to add
many new job opportunities to Marina residents with a detailed budtender certification and
training program and look forward to becoming an industry leader with the allowance of a
Marina recreational cannabis A-license. It would be a tremendous honor and privilege to help
lead the city of Marina into the cannabis business ecosystem and the business qualifications
and record of business-to-community outreach by the owner/manager is a foundation for great
success.

Thank you for maintaining such a wonderfully diverse and safe city and I wish you the best
regardless of the final outcome for this process.

Darik M Conley

